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Panasonic GU87 GD67,GD68,GD87,GD88 Remote Unlock - 1

CODE

We offer remote unlock for Panasonic GU87 (USA and Canadian models) GD67, GD68, GD87, GD88 and GD87e ALL

VERSIONS via our server which unlocks mobile phones. To unlock the phone you have to read phone info to LOG file and

send it to us in attachment. Then you will receive unlock codes by e-mail and it takes only 10 seconds to enter unlock code

to the phone. Using LOGs you can:

- remove simlock (network lock - NCK)

- remove all other locks - SPCK, CORP

- reset phone code

- change IMEI

You will need software (Panasonic Log Reader v5.0 OR V6.1) and a datacable.

Necessary equipment and software:

For GD67, GD68, GD87, GD87e, GD88: - The Panasonic LOG Reader v5.0 software (DOWNLOAD HERE),

For GD87, GD87e, GD88 NEW VERSIONS and GU87:

- The Panasonic LOG Reader v6.1 software (DOWNLOAD HERE),

- A Panasonic datacable (BUY HERE),

- A computer with Windows 98 with a serial port

- You can use also USB cable after small modification using simple sticky tape :) Please contact us for more details.

1 - READING INSTRUCTIONS

If you have Panasonic GD67, GD68, GD87, GD87e, GD88:

First you have to download the Panasonic LOG Reader v5.0 software (DOWNLOAD HERE). During the installation

you will have to use this Installation Key : F4A7-BF33-38AB-A174

Once the software installed you can run it. Then the following window will appear :

Now you have to click "Make Simlock LOGs" and then click on the type of mobile you wish to unlock. The

software will then ask you "Please enter Output Filename" and you have to type the name (a reference) of file

that will be generated. Once you have typed the name, confirm by typing the key "Enter" of your keyboard. You

can now connect your mobile switched off and without SIM card to the serial port of your computer, and click on

the key "Read" of the software. Then press the power button of your mobile. The following screen will appear :

The phone will also enter TEST MODE

The file containing information about your mobile is now available in the directory c:\Program

Files\Panasonic\SIM Lock LOGs\ of your computer:

- If you have a GD87, GD88, the filename will be in format xxxx.L87
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- If you have a GD67, GD68, the filename will be in format xxxx.L67

Please send us this file to get unlock codes.

If you have Panasonic GU87 or GD87, GD87e, GD88 NEW VERSIONS

First you have to download the Panasonic LOG Reader v6.1 software (DOWNLOAD HERE)

Choose 'Make simlock LOGs'.

Press 'GU87 and GD87/88 new'.

The software will then ask you "Please enter Output Filename" and you have to type the name (a reference) of

file that will be generated. Once you have typed the name, confirm by typing the key "Enter" of your keyboard.

You can now connect your mobile switched off and without SIM card to the serial port of your computer, and

click on the key "Read" of the software. Then press the power button of your mobile. The following screen will

appear:

The file containing information about your mobile is now available in the directory c:\Program

Files\Panasonic\SIM Lock LOGs\ of your computer.

Please send us this file to get unlock codes.

2 - UNLOCK INSRUCTIONS

We will send you unlock codes for your mobile.

Paid codes are usually sent in few minutes.

Example of codes:

----------------------

IMEI: 35106630017687

USER: 2345

SIM :

NET : 5522452110100015

SNET:

SPCK: 3311353211215532

CORP:

----------------------

where USER = Security Code; NET = NCK (network unlock code) ; SPCK = SPCK

To enter these codes in your mobile you only need to switch on your mobile without SIM card and type the

following code:

746, MENU, MENU

You will see special menu as shown below.

Next you have to scroll down and stop when you see "Unlock" message at bottom of the screen.

In this case we saw "Unlock" when scrolled through Network and Orange. Select "Orange" and press MENU

button.

Phone will ask for a CODE which is '5522452110100015' IN THIS CASE ONLY !

Unlock code for each phone is different.

After you enter code phone will show "Lock Disabled".

Next select "Network", press MENU and enter the same code as it was for "Orange".

If you are afraid of making a mistake or if your have a great number of mobiles to unlock - you can make unlock

file.

Its name should be xxxxxxx.67C.TXT for GD67/68 models and xxxxxxx.87C.TXT for GD87/88 models - for

example myphone.87C.TXT

Example of file's content:
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